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	This title provides 24 ways to motivate every employee. Think about the managers who most influenced your career. They were successful because they infused employees - and organizations - with passion for work and motivation to achieve. "24 Ways to Motivate Every Employee" provides two dozen creative and ready-to-use tools and techniques for ensuring that same enthusiasm, energy, and employee morale. Look to this concise but powerful book for workplace-tested techniques to: turn employees into partners; encourage intelligent risk taking; offer incentives and morale boosters; build trust; spread power around; encourage accountability; attack de-motivators; and, make employees want to stay."24 Ways to Motivate Every Employee" is filled with the employee-friendly, results-oriented strategies of Disney, Starbucks, Levi Strauss, and numerous other world-class companies. Let it show you how to build and maintain high employee spirits in your workplace and add measurable value to both your organization and your management career.
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Secure and Trust Computing, Data Management, and Applications: 8th FIRA International ConferenceSpringer, 2011

	On behalf of the Organizing Committees, it is our pleasure towelcome you to
	the proceedings of the 8th FTRA International Conference on Secure and Trust
	Computing, Data Management, and Application (STA 2011),which was held in
	Loutraki, Greece, June 28–30, 2011.


	STA 2011 was the first conference after the merger of the...
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Practical Python Data Visualization: A Fast Track Approach To Learning Data Visualization With PythonApress, 2020

	I have been working with the Python programming language for more than

	15 years now. I have used it for a variety of tasks like automation, graphics,

	Internet of Things (IoT), and data science. I have found that it is a very

	good tool for generating scientific and data-driven business visualizations.

	It takes fewer lines of code...
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Frommer's China (Frommer's Complete Guides)Frommers, 2012

	Frommer's China guides you to the highlights of this vast and varied land, and includes our authors' insider advice on the best experiences, from hiking through some of the most spectacular scenery on the planet to visiting traditional imperial sights.

	
		Our expert authors, longtime residents in and...
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Scribus 1.3.5: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010

	This book is a step by step guide packed with interesting examples and screenshots that cover lot of support options to help you achieve the superior quality documents. This books is divided into 11 chapters, each chapter dealing with a precise aspect of the software to help you have the best overview and make the best design choices for your...
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Go in ActionManning Publications, 2015

	
		Summary

	
		Go in Action introduces the Go language, guiding you from inquisitive developer to Go guru. The book begins by introducing the unique features and concepts of Go. Then, you'll get hands-on experience writing real-world applications including websites and network servers, as well as techniques to...
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Beyond Buds: Marijuana Extracts—Hash, Vaping, Dabbing, Edibles and MedicinesQuick American Archives, 2014

	Beyond Buds is a handbook to the future of marijuana. Prohibition’s end has led to a technological revolution that’s generated powerful medicines and products containing almost zero carcinogens and little smoke. Marijuana icon Ed Rosenthal and leading cannabis reporter David Downs guide readers through the best new...
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